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He The Sechjet Project 
Remehbeiuhcs Disco

d be the best word to ose to describe this 
rer and the title had me expecting it to be a 

combinatiB<>f9tk dance and "TVs <6co. Well, not quite. 
I did inunciSty clo the firs and last song, on the CD. 
They had ni> doing a Httlepg around my room. However, 
the songs sritidwidred in between were pretty awful. A 
couple ofi sounding songs, a couple of “somewhat 
thsro-iUtjàfcngs'' and a Bobby Brown style love song do 

gM CD make: Back in ‘86 when f had really big 
(Wiair, blue eye shadow and acid «aril jeans I svould 
loved this CD but now it just makes me laugh at a 

forgotten era. If you are the kind of person who holds 
onto the past musically, pick it up. If you aren’t, throw on 
a flannel shirt and pick up Sheryl Crows new CD instead.
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more time under, their belts, tilts band will definitely 
to watch for in the heavy sounds department.\

No Mercy 
My Promise
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There have been a number of groups 
who have successfully blended the 
qualities of a number of cultural rhythms 
and music. Witness the success of Gloria 
Estefan, Enigma, Robbie Robertson and 
so on. Now with their debut album 
entitled My Promise, No Mercy produces 
another wonderful compilation of 
blended music. Well-known talent

Barbara Lynch 
Goodbye and Goodluckd

nc unyon 
/ tag This has got to be one of the 

weirdest CDs I have ever heard in 
my life. Wildly moody and 
entertaining it reminds me of some 
of my friends. Unfortunately I am 
one of those critics who has to 
compare one artist to another to 
give the reader an idea of what he
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The latest release from Toronto roelçe 
the result of their learning. The band li 
two albums to write songs for a third, compietely^Utterent 
album.Turmoil has obviously surrounded this band, ancTïTïs Tfiîs Celtic Rock group from Kingston, Ontario rocks,
nice to see them a) with a new drummer, b) with a new- 
record, and c) a disappearance from their major label stint.

This album changes as it passes from song to song. The 
album starts off sounding somewhat like their 1992 release.
Fireman, and then, with a slow, twelve song transition, they're 
all of a sudden are playing songs similar to their 1994 album.
Jerk. The only thing is, they have changed.This album is one 
which the band can play live, without losing the sounds 
which many bands overdub.

rs hHead is definately 
ii* taken from its past

Tt& Mahones 
Rise Again

promoter and musical producer Frank 
Parian invited three young musicians to
work in his studio in Germany, and the or she sounds like. Barbara Lynch
resulting recording created No Mercy. Follow-up music to popular movie i* stuck somewhere between Tom 
This group combines the talents of New soundtracks are a mixed bag of Waits and Holly Cole. A deep raspy 
Yorker Marty Cintron, and Cuban singers thoughts. On one hand, it could be voice backed by music with a bluesy 
Ariel and Gabriel Hemandez.These three very good and actually contain music feel to it would be the perfect way 
are no strangers to the musical industry, that fits the theme of the movie. On to describe Barbara Lynch's CD.

Marty Cintron began his singing/ the other hand, it could just as well She has a unique sound and the 
dancing career in Florida, working as a be a mix of stuff that sounds like it lyrics are cutting like a knife - this 
singer at many of the terrace restaurants, may be good, but doesn't really have is real life. These songs are not 
It was during one of these performances any relationship to the movie; much pretty and they’re not dressed up 
that he caught the attention of Frank less have been played in the movie with gorgeous adjectives that make 
Parian, who invited him to record some

Mortal Kombat 
More Kombat)7 a'z

High energy folk music, played the way it should be, with 
a passion.

The top track has to be “Holloway Jack,” with its catchy 
singing, it has you up and singing along about ten seconds 
into the song. The title track and “100 Bucks” (the first 
video/single) are both excellent songs, as well. It’s an 
awesome feeling the W'ay that some of the screams and 
yelps come across at the beginnings of songs.

If you like Great Big Sea, Irish Descendants, and Spirit
y All inla», .gp.......of tjhe West,
V ex££ltast~'album make ~ vVity vfor
Z^-from an the

new
favourite band.
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mmy Boy 
ilumbia WSSmmitself. However, Mortal Kombat: More you want to swoon with romantic 

works. Two of Marty Cintron’s Cuban Kombat is actually a good CD that delight. “You know there must be 
friends, Ariel and Gabriel Hernandez, 
were also included.The Hernandez twins

remains faithful to the hard-core something wrong. When you can’t 
theme of the movie and its previous buy food and cigarettes, too. You 

had already been discovered by The Artist soundtrack. didn't make enough money to do
Formerly Known As Prince, and had The tracks on this compilation are them both. What do you think is
worked with him on a number of musical a mix of hard core dance, techno, wrong with you?, Try take it a day
collaborations.The trio began recording ,peed metal and industrial music, at a time.” Bleak I know but it‘s
in Germany, where their first single. Although the eclectic variations 
“Missing” hit the top of European charts.
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DavisINless
leopatra
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seem also funny that these opening 
a bit odd, they have all remained true sentences of “Take It A Day At A 

Soon the group began hitting the top of to the central theme of the Mortal Time” paint a picture of true life, 
dance charts around the world, especially Kombat movie - a fast-paced, high This is something which is sadly 
with the hit, “Where Do You Go” and 
“Don’t Make Me live Without You.”
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energy rhythm that is active and lacking in a lot of today's popular 
upbeat. In no way is this meant to be music. There is nothing 

No Mercy blends house, pop,soul and , cerebral trip through Kombat; coincidental in regards to her lyrics 
latin rhythms in an infectious beat.
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t&kààrather it is an infusion of movement, and your own crappy life. She tells

sound and fury. Some of the groups it like it is. Looking for Top 40
found in this compilation include, music, pick up The Smashing

of fàst-paced dance and soulfol love songs Psykosonik, Sepultura, Babylon Zoo Pumpkins (that's right, you heard on Uanh PicM^P
found on their debut album. Several and Crawlspace. The tracks are what 1 said) and forego this one. wri,ten lyric«$j§|
favourites include “Message of Love,” amazing, highly charged beats that Want something a little bit gritty, upbringings.

Don t Make Me Live Without You one can dance, bounce, raosh or rage * little bit raw, a little bit personal
(Mainstream Mix)” and “Kiss You All to in complete abandon. This is a - give this CD a try.

» °ver " Hopefully, we can look forward really good sequel to the first Mortal 
■ to more from this talented trio in the 

„> future.

Cintrons and the Hernandez twins’vocal 
talents lend themselves well to the mix

After the surfg 
little time com

, The Infamous, Mobb Deep wash 
id most ambitious CD to date. H
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hMethod Man and Rialh
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i kkl school punk 
catchy tunes that

1 Religion. A ta!ente
m band who writes

gpjdfm only actually have meaning.
Although this album does not have 

the continuity that was found on thier 
• Richard Paula j first release. Family Sized Bucket, there is 

still that wholesome, super-coo! image 
in your mind of a bunch of really cool 
guys dancing/around on stage.

top tune on the album is

, ...........ms from nM
star roster of the East C 
* With die enhanced CD feature!

will undoubted); 
the lineup reads 
one or two we a 

• Dennis Geh.smn project is not only>
Deep's latest 

listen to, but also a great multimedia experience.

The Haul of Game

!K>‘£-
Kombat soundtrack.! • Jethelo E. Cabilete ‘Jetheld E. Cabilete E40

Har! HaveTtou Ever Been To Sea, Billy? opportunity 6» a bright boy such « th send vou^m™, anÎfoT, Th* Cr,t «ck. “Record Haters," is an attempt to refine AZ's claim that E40 “prC‘ally punk/power-pop
Perhaps you’re interested in a job as you. This here’s a website designed to mernberdim fee ofSSfi thevwiB raw» doesn’t deserve to be a platinum artist, but instead of contradicting the statement ** ec.n spo.* e, ,y l,h.c ,wave

a cabin boy? No, says you, you're more appeal to a gentleman such as you. It vour information to notmti.l he supports it with uninteUigible lyrics that are much too fast and plain ol’ sloppy. orma punk that has hit the world
lined towards a professional career, has a Maritime appeal to tempt those - lookinc for someone Kfa; To make matters worse, the few phrases that I do understand are even worse than m'er foe past coupic ol years.

Well, b‘y, if that's the score, you'd be dainty souls to stay at home. NB NS PEI Newfoundland and those 1 don L 11,6 onl5' briRht !P°*S on «his CD are those during which E40

................................. • RSfWAmw* PaïXAO

nly regard E40*s latest album. The Hall of Game,
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IWE RENTTHE QuickTopic Demonstrations at the Media Lab

Every Thursday, 3:1S pm, Klerstead Room 313
Next week:

January 30 OCR Scanning (scanning text)
Future topics:

m
fWXKflU ROSAS V

d Ûdill

EST 'nil
February 6 
February 13 
February 27 
March 13 
March 13 
April 3

Introduction to Spreadsheets 
Creating computer generated slides 
Introduction to Authorware 3.5 i
What is HTML?
Creating a Web site
What are PDF files? A look at Adobe Acrobat

Room 313, Keirstead Hall 
453-7660 or vmacleod@unb.ca 

Audio Visual ServicesOS: •:>*

MONDAYS

the birdcage truth about dogs & cats city 
hall eraser independence day mission 
impossible rumble in the bronx heat broken 
arrow nutty professor the substifrité leaving 
las Vegas get shorty twister happy gilmore 
cable guy tin cup dockers cobb assassins 
the rock fear striptease 12 monkeys sgt 
bilko house guest beyond the law devil in 
a blue dress incident at deception ridge the

. This series of demonstrations will be approximately 15 to 60 minutes in duration consisting of Macintosh-based computer
programs and services, although most subject ran apply to both platforms. Pre-registration two days in advance is appreciated. J8« :1

GREAT FOOD 
GREAT MARGS
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from the hood the craft spy hard multiplicity
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UNBEUEVEABLE 
SPECIALS 
ALL NIGHT

Joee Cuervo $1.00 
Margaritas $350 

f Mug Draft $2.75

546 King St.
k 451-0686

4Wanna see something 
really scary
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* phone 447-3079In the SUBsExtended Hours MacLaggan Hall 

Tuesday Jan 28 
$4.00 

Shows at 7 and 9pm
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